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A study of set-up, propagation, and interaction of non-linear and linear magnetohydrodynamic
waves driven by magnetic reconnection is presented. The source term of the waves generated by
magnetic reconnection is obtained explicitly in terms of the initial background conditions and the
local reconnection electric field. The non-linear solution of the problem found earlier, serves as a
basis for formulation and extensive investigation of the corresponding linear initial-boundary value
problem of compressible magnetohydrodynamics. In plane geometry, the Green’s function of the
problem is obtained and its properties are discussed. For the numerical evaluation it turns out that
a specific choice of the integration contour in the complex plane of phase velocities is much more
effective than the convolution with the real Green’s function. Many complex effects like intrinsic
wave coupling, anisotropic propagation characteristics, generation of surface and side wave modes
in a finite beta plasma are retained in this analysis. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~96!02907-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is a pictorial description of a
fairly complex process occurring in highly conducting mag-
netized fluids. The key point is that magnetic field lines are
‘cut and reconnected’, i.e., the field topology is changed lo-
cally. This has far reaching consequences, e.g., energy stored
in large-scale magnetic field configurations is released in a
rapid manner~solar flares!, planetary magnetic flux tubes are
‘opened’ to the interplanetary magnetic field leading to effi-
cient coupling of solar wind momentum into the magneto-
sphere via magnetic stresses~magnetopause reconnection!,
and major disruptions are caused by magnetic reconnection
in plasma confinement devices such as a tokamak.

A basic prerequisite for the occurrence of magnetic re-
connection is the capability of a highly conducting plasma to
form very thin current layers. Current layers have been de-
tected in highly conducting fluids with and without colli-
sions. An excellent example for a collisionless current layer
is the dayside magnetopause which is formed by large-scale
magneto-convection of solar wind plasma against the Earth’s
intrinsic magnetic field. Current layers have been also ob-
served in many other sites, e.g., near other planets, in the
solar photo-sphere, in inter-stellar space, in laboratory
plasma devices, etc.

Particle models of collisionless current layers have first
been formulated and solved in the 1950s.1–4 In a collision-
less plasma, the thickness of current layers is of the order of
an ion gyro-radius which is often orders of magnitudes less
than other global length scales, e.g., the radius of curvature
of the magnetopause. Therefore, in situations with spatial
scales much larger than the ion gyro-radius, the current layer
may as well be approximated by a current carrying surface.

In magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! theory, the width of an
equivalent current sheath would be proportional to 1/sa,

where s is some effective conductivity of the fluid with
some exponenta. In the ideal limit, the plasma conductivity
s goes to infinity and the sheath shrinks to a sheet, the infi-
nite current density being then better defined by some~finite!
surface current density. Across such a surface, the magneto-
hydrodynamic quantities like velocity, magnetic field, den-
sity, and pressure will, in general, suffer a jump. The occur-
rence of magnetic reconnection is bound up with a particular
discontinuity of such type, namely a tangential discontinuity
carrying magnetic shear.

The first models5,6 to explain the release of magnetic
energy through the formation of current layers were based on
pure magnetic field diffusion~field annihilation models!. As
a consequence, the characteristic time scales obtained are
very slow because diffusion is needed over large spatial
scales and the corresponding magnetic Reynolds numbers
are extremely high. On the other hand, for magnetic recon-
nection to occur it is sufficient to have a local enhancement
of the electrical resistivity in an otherwise highly conducting
fluid. Consequently, the assumption of an ideal conducting
plasma which does not allow for a ‘slipping’ of the magnetic
field lines with respect to the flow should be dropped in this
local region. But from the point of view that this generic
process is extremely localized, the reconnection region can
also be understood as a pure source of MHD waves which
transport the information into a wider region where the as-
sumption of an ideal plasma still holds.7–9

From the view point of ideal MHD theory, magnetic re-
connection causes the non-linear decay of an infinitely thin
current sheet, i.e., a tangential discontinuity, into large am-
plitude MHD waves.10 This can be understood by the appear-
ance of a localized electric fieldE* along some reconnection
line in the plane of the tangential discontinuity. If this elec-
tric field is small compared to the electric field based on
Alfvén velocity and background magnetic field
EA5vAB/c, a perturbation expansion in the small parameter
E* /EA is appropriate. The tangential discontinuity developsa!Electronic mail: heyn@itp.tu-graz.ac.at
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into a structured boundary layer because the electric field
E* is transported away from the reconnection site with ap-
proximately the Alfvén speed.

The whole problem naturally splits into a non-linear
part, i.e., the decay of a tangential discontinuity into a
boundary layer formed by large-amplitude waves~Riemann-
ian problem! and a linear free-boundary MHD problem
where shape and speed of the large amplitude waves have to
be determined in a self-consistent way with the neighboring
linear perturbations of plasma flow and magnetic field. The
solution of the non-linear part is now well known,11–14

whereas the linear part, up to now, has been studied primarily
either in the~incompressible and compressible! steady state
limit 15–18 or the time dependent incompressible limit.19–23

Results on the structure of reconnection layers and incom-
pressible spontaneous reconnection are reviewed in Refs. 24,
25.

Computer studies on fast reconnection for different re-
sistivity models and external boundary conditions have been
published recently.26–28The results of these numerical stud-
ies are in agreement with the results of the present study.

In comparison to rapid reconnection, magnetic reconnec-
tion has also been studied in form of tearing mode
instabilities29 and its non-linear extensions.30 Although this
mechanism works faster than pure field dissipation it is a
process where the plasma flow and magnetic field reconfigu-
ration has a localized nature.

In the present paper, a fairly complete description of
time dependent magnetic reconnection in a compressible
plasma is given. The linear analysis of this problem, to a
large extent, resembles the study of the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability of a discontinuity surface in a compressible
plasma. Magnetic field reconnection widens this ideal sur-
face into a boundary layer with internal structure, essentially
defined by the reconnection electric field, stress, and pressure
balance.

The governing equations of ideal MHD, the conservation
laws across MHD discontinuities and the equations for one-
dimensional large amplitude simple MHD waves, together
with some general consequences for reconnection are sum-
marized in Section II. The basic results for the non-linear
part of the analysis~Riemannian problem! are stated in Sec-
tion III. In Section IV, the appropriate linearized equations in
Fourier space are derived. Then, from the pressure balance
condition, the solution for the perturbations in the inflow
regions is obtained. The study of the evolution of normal
magnetic field and velocity within the boundary layer will
give the connection for the solution in the upper and the
lower half spaces in terms of the reconnection electric field.

In Section V, a method originally introduced in Ref. 31,
is worked out that allows for the inversion from Fourier to
real space of the exact linearized MHD system in plane ge-
ometry with different homogeneous background states in the
upper and lower half planes. The solutions for each half
plane are coupled by pressure balance in zero and first order
along the interface axis. With this powerful method, the
Green’s function~propagator! of the system is obtained ex-
plicitly. The general solution can be expressed as a folding of
the reconnection electric field with this Green’s function. In

the case of reconnection, the sources which induce the per-
turbations in the half planes are moving with super and sub-
sonic speeds along the interface axis. The solution describes
the self-consistent temporal evolution of shape and strength
of the different shock waves and discontinuities traveling
along the current layer as well as the perturbations in the
adjacent half planes generated by the prescribed electric field
along the given reconnection line.

In addition this technique can also be used to study the
evolution of compressible magnetohydrodynamic perturba-
tions in two half planes with different wave properties. Per-
turbation sources, moving or not, can be distributed arbi-
trarily in each half plane. The effects of compressibility,
anisotropic wave propagation, and coupling of waves~intrin-
sic and via pressure balance condition! are all taken into
account without any further approximation.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The governing equations, expressing the conservation of
mass, momentum, energy, and magnetic flux for an ideal,
infinitely conducting, magnetized fluid in conservation form
are

]r

]t
1 div~rv!50, ~1a!

]~rv!

]t
1 divFrvv1pI2

1

4p SBB2
B2

2
I D G50, ~1b!

]

]t S 12 rv21re1
B2

8p D 1 divFrvS v22 1e1
p

r D
1

1

4p
B3~v3B!G50, ~1c!

]B

]t
1 div~Bv2vB!50. ~1d!

Here,r is the mass density,v the fluid velocity,B the mag-
netic field,p the isotropic fluid pressure,e5@1/(g21)#p/r
the internal energy, andI the unit dyadic. The electric field
E is related to velocity and magnetic field by
E52(1/c)v3B.

A. MHD discontinuities

In addition to continuous solutions, this hyperbolic set of
equations also allows for generalized solutions including dis-
continuities, if the following conditions across the surface of
discontinuity are satisfied:32

vmb50, ~2a!

Vmv1nS p1
B2

8p D2
Bn

4p
BB50, ~2b!

VmS v22 1e1
B2

8pr D1vnS p1
B2

8p D2
Bn

4p
v–BB50, ~2c!

v~vn2u!B2Bnvb50, ~2d!

vBnb50, ~2e!
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wherem[r(vn2u) is the mass flux through the discontinu-
ity and square bracketsv b denote the difference of the quan-
tities across the moving discontinuity surface with unit nor-
mal n and speedu.

This system of conservation laws is equivalent to the
following equation33

mSm2^t&2
Bn
2

4p D Hm4^t&2m2S 1

4p
^B&22^t&

vpb
vt b D

2
Bn
2

4p

vpb
vt b J 50, ~3!

and the equation

vvb25m2vt b21
1

4p
vtBb–vBb , ~4!

which relates the change in speed to the change in normal
dynamic pressure and to the change in magnetic field and
density. Here,t[1/r denotes the specific volume and the
bracket̂ & is the average of conditions on the two sides of the
discontinuity.

The rootm50 of ~3! is associated with a tangential dis-
continuity, vp1B2/(8p) b50, or, if Bn Þ 0, with a contact
discontinuity,vpb5vBb5vvb50.

The rootm2^t&2Bn
2/(4p)50 of ~3! is associated with

an Alfvén discontinuity or rotational discontinuity,
vt b5veb5vpb5vunb5vB2b50. These are the only MHD
discontinuities which do not modify the thermodynamic
properties of the fluid and allows for an arbitrary rotation of
the magnetic field across the surface of the discontinuity.

The roots of the fourth-degree polynomial inm of the
expression inside the curly brackets in~3!, m4^t&
2m2(^B&2/(4p) 2 ^t&vpb /vt b) 2 Bn

2vpb /(4pvt b) 50, are
referred to as fast or slow~compressive! shocks; they are
large amplitude versions of the fast and slow MHD modes
respectively.

Across a tangential discontinuity, there is neither mass
nor magnetic flux~velocity and magnetic fields are tangen-
tial!, and the total pressurep1B2/(8p) is continuous. This
is a marginal stable situation, because there is free energy in
the system in the form of tangential stresses stored in the
~arbitrary! shear of plasma flow and magnetic field. Any lo-
cal breakdown of the perfect conductivity approximation will
entail a sudden reconfiguration of the system. The magnetic
field can diffuse and the resulting magnetic flux through the
surface~magnetic field lines are ‘cut and reconnected’! sets
free the energy stored in the unbalanced tangential stresses.
The surface gets non-linearly unstable, i.e., within the time
scale needed for wave steepening, non-linear~large-
amplitude! MHD shear and entropy waves will be formed in
order to balance the tangential stresses. The wave steepening
time depends on the gradient in the initial profile of the rel-
evant quantities~pressure, density, etc.!. In the idealized case
of a discontinuous initial profile such as a tangential discon-
tinuity, steepening occurs instantaneously.

The situation is similar to the Mach reflection problem
after collision of two shock waves. When shock waves col-
lide, an unstable surface is formed. In order to balance en-
ergy, momentum and mass fluxes, a set of different large-

amplitude waves will emerge from it in the form of
transmitted and reflected waves. The number of waves cor-
responds to the number of degrees of freedom of the problem
at hand. In gas dynamics, a typical situation of this type is
realized in a shock tube. In this case an unstable surface is
set up by breaking the diaphragm separating two regions of
different density and pressure. As a result, a shock wave, a
rarefaction wave~in this case in form of a centered expan-
sion fan! and a contact discontinuity will emerge which are
non-linear versions of the linear sound and entropy waves.
Any unbalanced pressure gradients will drive sound waves,
whereas any unbalanced density gradients will drive entropy
waves. For zero viscosity, the fluid cannot support shear
waves. Any unbalanced shear in the flow will excite unstable
surface modes~Kelvin–Helmholtz instability!.

In magnetohydrodynamics, due to the presence of a
magnetic field, shear stresses can be transported throughout
the fluid even in the absence of finite viscosity or resistivity.
The waves supporting shear are the Alfve´n wave and a new
branch of sound wave, the slow wave. Because of total pres-
sure balance across a tangential discontinuity, the fast wave
which corresponds to the hydrodynamic sound wave will not
be driven strongly when such a discontinuity gets unstable
through reconnection.

But the tangential discontinuity will instantaneously de-
cay into a set of large-amplitude Alfve´n (A) waves, slow
shock (S) or rarefaction (R) waves separated by a contact
(C) discontinuity in the center as shown in Figure 1. This is
the first task to be solved. In more mathematical terms it is
stated as looking for one-dimensional time dependent solu-
tions of the ideal MHD system. This system forms a quasi-
linear symmetric hyperbolic system of partial differential
equations. Characteristic surfaces and Riemann invariants
are well defined and the MHD decay problem is therefore
also known as ‘generalized’ Riemannian problem.

FIG. 1. The current sheet in form of a tangential discontinuityT at z50
separates two uniform but different plasma and field regions~subscript 0)
initially. Reconnection at the reconnection line~the y axis! produces a nor-
mal magnetic field component which is transported away from the recon-
nection site by MHD waves. This normal magnetic field component causes
the decay of the current sheet into a set of moving large-amplitude MHD
waves~Riemannian problem!. As a result, a structured boundary layer object
at z50 is formed with finite plasma flow and magnetic flux through its
boundaries.
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This non-linear decay mode of a tangential discontinuity
is of particular importance in the context of reconnection. A
small normal magnetic field componentBn introduced in a
localized region of the tangential (T) discontinuity~diffusion
region!, will cause the decay ofT into shock waves and
discontinuities where the number of waves exactly corre-
sponds to the number of free parameters in the problem:
tangential components of magnetic field and velocity, density
and pressure subject to total pressure balance. The jumps of
these quantities are in lowest order with respect to the ratio
Bn /uBtu independent of the amplitude ofBn and can be cal-
culated like the one-dimensional Riemannian problem with
the normal dynamic pressure neglected.

The fast waves which have been neglected so far, are of
small amplitude but nevertheless important because they will
generate the appropriate inward flow in the external regions
necessary for reconnection. These perturbations of flow and
magnetic field have to be determined from the MHD equa-
tions, linearized with respect to the non-linear solution de-
scribed above, in a self-consistent way together with the
shape of the discontinuities.

B. Simple waves

Large amplitude continuous solutions of system~1a!-
~1d! can be obtained, if all MHD quantities are assumed to
depend ont andx in terms of a common function only, say
w(t,x). Let a moving surface with unit normaln and speed
u be defined byw(t,x)50, so that

u52
]w/]t

u¹wu
, n5

¹w

u¹wu
, ~5!

and therefore,

S ]

]t
1v–¹Dw5~vn2u!u¹wu.

Then the MHD equations withc[vn2u read,34

cdr1rdvn50, ~6a!

rcdvt2
Bn

4p
dBt50, ~6b!

rcdvn1cs
2dr1

1

4p
B– dBt50, ~6c!

cdB2Bndv1Bdvn50, ~6d!

cdS50, ~6e!

where the indicesn and t refer to projections normal and
tangential to the surface defined byw(t,x)50 andS is the
entropy by unit mass.

The condition of a zero coefficient determinant for this
homogeneous set of equations for dr, dvt , dvn , dBt , dBn ,
dS gives the speeds of large-amplitude entropy waves,
c50, large amplitude Alfve´n waves,ca5vAn , and large-
amplitude fast and slow waves,

c65H 12 @~vA
21cs

2!6A~vA
21cs

2!224cs
2vAn

2 #J 1/2. ~7!

Here,vA5B/A4pr is the Alfvén velocity andcs5Agp/r is
the sound speed. In the limitvAn!vA

21cs
2 the fast and the

slow wave speedsc6 approach the limit of quasi-
perpendicular wave propagation

c15AvA21cs
2, c25

csvAn
AvA21cs

2
.

These results also hold for the phase velocitiesv/k of
the small amplitude waves of the linearized MHD system.
The anisotropic nature of wave propagation can be nicely
seen in diagrams of wave normal surfaces~e.g., Ref. 33!.
The fast wavec1 propagates in all directions, whereas the
Alfvén ca and the slowc2 wave do not propagate perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field.

III. NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS

In Refs. 12, 13, 20 it is shown how to solve the non-
linear decay of a tangential discontinuity into Alfve´n discon-
tinuities, slow shocks~rarefaction waves! and a contact dis-
continuity ~see Figure 1!.

The upstream quantities~subscript 0! of density, pres-
sure, and the tangential components ofB andv are related to
the downstream values~subscript 1! across an Alfve´n discon-
tinuity A by

B15b1B0 , ~8a!

v15v01 sgn~mBn!~b1vA02vA0!, ~8b!

r15r0 , ~8c!

p15p0 , ~8d!

whereb1 is the still unknown unit vector along the down-
stream magnetic field~Alfvén parameter!. Adding down-
stream of the Alfve´n discontinuity a slow shockS or a rar-
efaction waveR and neglecting normal flow pressure
(vn

2!vA
21cs

2), which is reasonable if the decay of a tangen-
tial discontinuity is considered, the downstream values~sub-
script 2! can be parameterized by the change in magnetic
field strength, sayh, as

B25b1hB0 , ~9a!

v25v02 sgn~mBn!@vA02b1vA0G~h!#, ~9b!

r2
r0

5H 11
12h2

2b1~g21!~12h!
~S!,

S p2p0D
1/g

~R!,

~9c!

p25p01
B0
2

8p
~12h2!, ~9d!

where

G~h!55 12A~12h!S 12
r1
r2

h D ~S!,

11E
1

h
dh8A r1

r~h8!
A11

vA
2~h8!

cs
2~h8!

~R!.
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Here,b[cs
2/vA0

2 is closely related to the usual plasma beta
~gas pressure over magnetic pressure!, andh, as defined in
~9a!, is the still unknown value for the change in the mag-
netic field amplitude across slow shock or rarefaction wave
~slow wave parameter!. Across a slow shock the magnetic
field amplitude decreases,h,1, whereas within a slow rar-
efaction wave the amplitude increases,h.1. The tangential
magnetic field direction does not change across such a wave,
thereforeb25b1 .

Evaluating~9a! and ~9b! also from the other side of the
reconnecting surface shown in Figure 1~tilded quantities!,
the results need to be matched at the contact surfaceC in the
center, i.e.,

hB05h̃B̃0 , ~10!

v02 sgn~mBn!~vA02b1vA0G~h!!5 ṽ01 sgn~mBn!

3~ ṽA02b1ṽA0G~ h̃ !!,
~11!

where the fact, sgn(m̃B̃n)52 sgn(mBn), has been used.
Defining the vector

h[ sgn~mBn!~ ṽ02v0!1 ṽA01vA0 ,

solely in terms of the external values of fluid and Alfve´n
velocities, the solution forb1 andh ~or h̃) is

b15
h

uhu
, ~12!

uhu5vA0G~h!1 ṽA0G~ h̃ !. ~13!

From ~10! and~13! h andh̃ are obtained and such the solu-
tion of the ‘low normal flow pressure’ Riemannian problem.
If there is a zeroth order shear in velocityṽ02v0 Þ 0 across
T, length and direction ofh will depend on sgn(mBn). In
this case, the solutions will be different left and right from
the reconnection line.

Assuming B0,B̃0 , the sequence of~shock or self-
similar! waves can then be classified as follows:13

~i! uhu50: T→SCS̃;
~ii ! 0,uhu,vA01 ṽA0G(B0 /B̃0): T→ASCS̃Ã;
~iii ! vA01 ṽA0G(B0 /B̃0),uhu,vA0G(B̃0 /B0)1 ṽA0:

T→ARCS̃Ã;
~iv! vA0G(B̃0 /B0)1 ṽA0,uhu,vA0G(A2b/g11)

1 ṽA0G(A2b̃/g11):
T→ARCR̃Ã.

~v! For uhu approaching the upper limit, cavitation~zero
pressure! is reached inside the region between the
slow rarefaction waves.

IV. LINEAR ANALYSIS

The non-linear decay of the tangential discontinuityT
will cause localized perturbations along the surface defined
by T ~in the present investigation thexy-plane!. These per-
turbations will excite other MHD waves, in particular fast
waves which can propagate transverse to the magnetic field.
These waves will modify the surroundings~inflow regions!
and induce plasma flows, magnetic field perturbations and a
change in plasma pressure.

A. Inflow regions

The small-amplitude perturbations in these regions are
obtained from the MHD equations linearized with respect to
a constant background. Introducing the displacement vector
j(t,x), so that first order velocity and magnetic field are
given by

v~1!~ t,x!5S ]

]t
1v~0!

–¹D j~ t,x!, ~14a!

B~1!~ t,x!5B~0!
–¹j~ t,x!2B~0!¹–j~ t,x!, ~14b!

the momentum equation in terms of the displacement vector
is

F S ]

]t
1v~0!

–¹D 22~vA
~0!
–¹!2Gj52

1

r~0!¹P
~1!2vA

~0!

3~vA
~0!
–¹!¹–j. ~15!

The first order values for density,r (1), pressure,p(1), and
total pressure,P(1)5p(1)1B(0)

–B(1)/(4p), may be ex-
pressed as functions of the displacement vectorj(1),

r~1!52r~0!¹–j,

p~1!5cs
2r~1!,

1

r~0! P
~1!52~vA

21cs
2!¹–j1~vA–¹!vA–j.

In order to keep the notation transparent, superscripts for
zeroth order values of Alfve´n and sound speed will be omit-
ted for the rest of this section.

A Fourier transformation with respect to timet and
space componentsxy is accomplished by the substitution

]

]t
1v~0!

–¹→2 i ~v2v~0!
–k!, ~16!

¹→~ ik,d/dz!, ~17!

wherek5(kx ,ky). In the following, simplyv is used also
for convective time derivatives, but it is to be understood as
the Doppler shifted frequency as in~16! when necessary.

After the first order quantities have been substituted into
the momentum equation~15!, the xy-componentsĵ(v,k,z)
of the displacement vector can be expressed through the
z-component z(v,k,z) of the displacement vector, i.e.,
j5( ĵ,z), as

ĵ52
i

D
$v2@~vA

21cs
2!k2~k–vA!vA#2~k–vA!2cs

2k%
dz

dz
.

~18!

Here,D is the coefficient determinant of the two-dimensional
MHD system,

D5v42~vA
21cs

2!k2v21~k–vA!2cs
2k2. ~19!

Introducing useful quantities often used in the Kelvin–
Helmholtz analysis of MHD waves,

e5r~0!@v22~k–vA!2#, ~20a!
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q252
D

v2~vA
21cs

2!2cs
2~k–vA!2

, ~20b!

the total pressure can be expressed in terms ofz(v,k,z) as

P~1!5
e

q2
dz

dz
. ~21!

On substituting~18! and ~21! into the Fourier transformed
z-component of the momentum equation~15!, an ordinary
differential equation forz as a function ofz follows,

d2z

dz2
2q2z50. ~22!

The present analysis is aimed to study spontaneous recon-
nection, i.e., there is no inflow of plasma from large dis-
tances. The appropriate solutions for each half space and
vanishing at infinity are,

z~v,k,z!5z0~v,k!e2qz, z.0, ~23a!

z̃~v,k,z!5 z̃0~v,k!eq̃z, z,0. ~23b!

In the Kelvin–Helmholtz wave analysis, zero mass flux
through the boundary requiresz05 z̃0 . In the present study,
reconnection gives the boundary an internal structure, i.e., a
boundary layer with non-zero mass flux~sink! is formed, and
therefore the values forz0 and z̃0 will be different.

The total pressure perturbations in the upper and the
lower half spaces are

P~1!52
e

q
z, P̃~1!5

ẽ

q̃
z̃, ~24!

so that first order total pressure balance across the boundary
layer atz50 connects the solutions by the condition

e

q
z01

ẽ

q̃
z̃050. ~25!

Defining the quantities,

L[
e

q
, L̃[

ẽ

q̃
, Q[z02 z̃0 ,

the solutions for thez-displacement in the upper and lower
half space are,

z~v,k,z!5
L̃e2qz

L1L̃
Q~v,k!, ~26a!

z̃~v,k,z!52
Leq̃z

L1L̃
Q~v,k!. ~26b!

The source functionQ[z02 z̃0 will be obtained in the next
section by solving the initial value problem for the linear
wave propagation inside the boundary layer~normal compo-
nent analysis!.

It may be observed thatL1L̃50 is the dispersion rela-
tion studied in the analysis of hydromagnetic surface waves35

and Kelvin–Helmholtz instability of surface perturbations.36

The driving source of this instability is the velocity shear
contained in the Doppler shifted frequency. Any additional

magnetic tension, in general, counteracts this instability and
has a stabilizing effect. In the present context, stability with
respect to Kelvin–Helmholtz waves~ideal instability! is as-
sumed. Instead, the appearance of magnetic reconnection~re-
sistive instability! is investigated.

B. Boundary layer

From ~2b! and ~2d!, respectively, from~6b! and ~6d! it
follows that the ratio of mass flux and normal magnetic field
is already determined by the change of density and tangential
magnetic fieldBt across any discontinuities withBn Þ 0 as13

m

Bn
55

6A r

4p
~A!,

6
1

A4p
A vBtb

vBt /r b
~S!,

6A r

4p

1

A11vA
2/cs

2
~R!,

~27!

where the sign has to be chosen according to the relative
orientation of mass flux and magnetic field through the dis-
continuity.

Evidently, a second relation between the mass fluxm
and the normal magnetic fieldBn at every point along the
boundary is needed. Again, let a moving surface with unit
normaln and speedu be defined byw(t,x)50 as in~5! so
that

m5
r

u¹wu S ]

]t
1v–¹Dw, ~28a!

Bn5
1

u¹wu
B–¹w. ~28b!

The electric field tangential to the surface in the rest frame of
the surface is given by

Et*52
1

c
n3@~v2un!3B#52

Bn

c
~w2un!52

Bn

c
wt ,

~29!

where the velocity

w[v2
m

rBn
B, ~30!

has been defined. Clearly,wt is an invariant across any sur-
face with Bn Þ 0, including rotational discontinuities and
shock waves. It also follows thatw–n5u, and therefore the
location of the surface satisfies the equation

S ]

]t
1w–¹Dw50. ~31!

The electric fieldE* (t,y) along the line which is formed by
the cross section of the surfacew(t,x)50 with the plane
x50 is

E* ~ t,y!5~n3ex!–E*52Et* –ex5
Bn

c
~wx2unx!. ~32!
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For a thin boundary layer atz50, it is advantageous to
separate thez-dependence ofw(t,x) explicitly,

w~ t,x,y,z!5z2 f ~ t,x,y!, ~33!

where f (t,x,y) is a first order quantity and
u¹wu511 O («).

In terms of thez-component of the displacement vector
z(t,x), the first orderz-components of velocity and magnetic
field are

vz
~1!~ t,x!5S ]

]t
1v~0!

–¹D z~ t,x!, ~34a!

Bz
~1!~ t,x!5B~0!

–¹z~ t,x!. ~34b!

It then follows from~31! and ~33! in first order,

wz
~1!2S ]

]t
1w~0!

–¹D f50. ~35!

Using ~30! and ~34b!, wz
(1) can also be expressed solely in

terms of thez displacement,

wz
~1!5S ]

]t
1w~0!

–¹D z, ~36!

and the first order partial differential equation

S ]

]t
1w~0!

–¹D ~ f2z!50, ~37!

for f2z is obtained. The solution is conveniently expressed
through an arbitrary functionF whose arguments are con-
stants of motion,

f ~ t,x,y!5z~ t,x,y!1FS t2 x

wx
~0! ,y2

wy
~0!

wx
~0! xD . ~38!

The normal magnetic field can now be expressed in terms of
this functionF,

Bn5Bz
~1!2B~0!

–¹f

52B~0!
–¹F

5
c

wx
~0! SBx

~0!

c

]F

]t
1Ez

~0!
]F

]y D , ~39!

where

Ez
~0!5

1

c
~wy

~0!Bx
~0!2wx

~0!By
~0!![

1

c
~vy

~0!Bx
~0!2vx

~0!By
~0!!.

~40!

In ~39!, ]F/]t and ]F/]y indicate derivatives of function
F with respect to the first and second argument respectively.
If this result forBn is evaluated atx50 and used in~32!, the
following equation forF is obtained:

Bx
~0!

c

]F

]t
1Ez

~0!
]F

]y
5E* ~ t,y!. ~41!

In the present study, the reconnection line is assumed to be
located in the planex50. Also, the electric fieldE* (t,y)
tangential to the reconnection line is assumed to be known. It
is important to note that the reconnection line must be al-
lowed to move in the planex50. This movement is not a

free parameter, rather it will be obtained self-consistently as
a part of the complete solution. The solution of~41! is,

F~ t,y!5
c

Bx
~0!E

0

t

dtE* F t,y2
cEz

~0!

Bx
~0! ~ t2t!G . ~42!

This, together with~38!, is a central result for the present
reconnection problem. It allows us to determine theBn dis-
tribution over any specified surface along the boundary for
all times in terms of the reconnection electric field
E* (t,y).

The function f (t,x,y) identifies the location of the dis-
continuities and therefore it must be unique if~38! is evalu-
ated at the different sides of the discontinuities. These con-
ditions give the connections between thez-components of
the displacement vector in the different regions

z01F0~wA
~0!!5z11F1~wA

~0!! ~A!,

z11F1~wS
~0!!5z21F2~wS

~0!! ~S!,

z21F2~v2
~0!!5 z̃21F̃2~ ṽ2

~0!! ~C!, ~43!

z̃11F̃1~w̃S
~0!!5 z̃21F̃2~w̃S

~0!! ~S̃!,

z̃01F̃0~w̃A
~0!!5 z̃11F̃1~w̃A

~0!! ~Ã!,

where the short hand notation,

F i~w
~0!![F i S t2 x

wx
~0! ,y2

wy
~0!

wx
~0! xD , ~44!

evaluated with~42! in regioni ~see Figure 1!, has been used.
Notice, that velocityv2 , magnetic fieldB2 , as well as the
pressurep2 are continuous across the contact surfaceC sepa-
rating regions 2 and 2˜ . Therefore,z andF are continuous as
well.

In order to obtain such a connection through a rarefac-
tion wave, consider the tangent planes through points in two
neighboring wave surfaces. If the magnetic field is continu-
ous, magnetic flux conservation through the surface of an
infinitesimal wedge shaped volume defined by the planes and
their intersection line, gives a local relation between changes
in normal vector and normal magnetic field,

dBn5B–dn. ~45!

If these changes are expressed in terms off , z andF,

dn52¹df ,

dBn52d~B~0!
–¹~ f2z!!

52dB~0!
–¹F2B~0!

–¹~ df2dz!,

and together with~9a! are substituted into~45! it follows,

B~0!
–¹@hdz2Fh~wR

~0!~h!!dh#50, ~46a!

or equivalently,

dz5
1

h
Fh~wR

~0!~h!!dh. ~46b!

The solution is the desired connection betweenz1 andz2 ,

z25z11E
1

hdh8

h8
Fh8~wR

~0!~h8!! ~R!. ~47!
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The functionF in this expression has to be evaluated in the
form of ~44! together with theh-dependent zeroth order val-
ues within the rarefaction wave in~42!, namely,

Fh~ t,y!5
c

Bx
~0!~h!

E
0

t

dtE* F t,y2
cEz

~0!~h!

Bx
~0!~h!

~ t2t!G .
~48!

C. Matching solutions

From the results of the last section it is possible to ex-
press the source termQ(t,x,y)5z0(t,x,y)2 z̃0(t,x,y) in
~26b! as a functional of the electric field along the reconnec-
tion line in its rest frame located in the planex50. This
electric field is likely to be determined from non-ideal pro-
cesses leading to some effective finite conductivity. In the
present ideal MHD analysis, the reconnection electric field is
assumed to be a known function.

From ~43! and ~47! the source term is obtained as

Q5DA1DS~R!2~D̃A1D̃S~R!!, ~49a!

DA[F1~wA
~0!!2F0~wA

~0!!, ~49b!

DS[F2~wS
~0!!2F1~wS

~0!!, ~49c!

DR[2E
1

hdh8

h8
Fh8~wR

~0!~h8!!. ~49d!

Similar expressions hold forD̃A and D̃S(R) .
The contribution of each term has the same character in

form of a time and space shifted function

FS t2 x

wx
,y2

wy

wx
xD . ~50!

In ~26b! the Fourier transformed source term is needed. In
view of handling correctly the initial value problem, at this
point it is more convenient to use Laplace instead of Fourier
transform with respect to time. The Laplace Fourier trans-
form of a time and space shifted causal function,
F(t,y)[0 for t,0, is

L t F xyH F6S t2 x

wx
6 ,y2

wy
6

wx
6 xD J

5E
0

`

dte2ptE
R2
dxe2 ik–xF6S t2 x

wx
6 ,y2

wy
6

wx
6 xD

3QS t2 x

wx
6DQ~6x!

56
wx

6

p1 iw6
–k

F6~p,ky!. ~51!

Here, the possibly discontinuous behavior ofF at x50 @see
~42!#, has been accounted for by an additional Heaviside step
function Q(6x), as well as the different values ofw6 for
x.0 andx,0.

Let Green’s functions be defined for the contributions to
the source termQ of each single wave, e.g., the upper Alfve´n
waveA, like

GA
1~p,k,z!5

L̃e2qz

L1L̃

wAx
1

p1 iwA
1
–k
, x.0, ~52a!

GA
2~p,k,z!52

L̃e2qz

L1L̃

wAx
2

p1 iwA
2
–k
, x,0. ~52b!

Here,wA
1 andwA

2 have to be evaluated from the zeroth order
components at the upper Alfve´n wave for x.0 and x,0
respectively.

In terms of these Green’s functions the contribution of
sourceA to the complete solution can be expressed as the
double folding integral

zA~ t,x!5E
0

t

dtE
2`

`

dh@GA
1~ t2t,x,y

2h,z!FA
1~t,h!Q~x!

1GA
2~ t2t,x,y2h,z!FA

2~t,h!Q~2x!#,

~53!

where FA
6(t,y)[F1

6(t,y)2F0
6(t,y) and the space-time

Green’s function is obtained from the inverse Laplace Fou-
rier transform,

GA
6~ t,x,y,z!5E

2 i`1s

i`1s dp

2p
e ptE

R2

dk

~2p!2
e ik–x

3GA
6~p,kx ,ky ,z!, s.0. ~54!

Thus, the complete solution for the upper half space
z.0 is the sum,

z5 (
i5A,S~R!,S̃~R̃!,Ã

z i . ~55!

In case of a rarefaction wave, an additional integration over
h is needed,

zR
6~p,k,z!56

L̃e2qz

L1L̃
E
1

h
dh8

wRx
6 ~h8!

p1 iwR
6~h8!–k

Fh8~p,ky!.

V. COMPRESSIBLE RECONNECTION IN PLANE
GEOMETRY

In plane geometry, the general formalism of the last sec-
tion can be worked out further. In particular, it is possible to
do the inversion of the Laplace Fourier transform in closed
form by rearranging the contour in the complex plane
s5kvA /p, i.e., the inverse normalized phase velocity. In this
way, the Green’s function of the system is obtained. It de-
scribes the exact linear compressible wave motions in the
planey50 driven by sources moving along thex axis.

The sources are created by magnetic reconnection lo-
cally, i.e., along the reconnection line in the planex50.
Magnetic shear energy is released and MHD waves are
launched and propagate along the current sheet. These waves
induce the decay of the tangential discontinuity into shock
waves also away from the reconnection site. The clue of the
rapid reconnection model is that the amount of dissipation
within the shock waves is independent of the dissipation
mechanism. Rather it is determined by the upstream and
downstream boundary conditions. Only for the width of the
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shocks is knowledge about the actual dissipation mechanism
required. On the other hand, the tangential electric field gen-
erated along the reconnection line by finite conductivity is
carried by shear waves along the current sheet. In the ab-
sence of an externally driven inflow, the boundary conditions
of ‘spontaneous reconnection’ are essentially given by this
electric field. It determines the magnetic flux being recon-
nected at the reconnection line as well as the stand off dis-
tance between the shock waves and thus the plasma volume
being processed~accelerated and heated! through the shocks.

A. Basic parameters

In order to keep the numerics of the non-linear part
simple, let us be given the following ratios of magnetic
fields:

m[
B0

B̃0

5A2b̃/g11

2b/g11
, h̃[

B̃2

B̃0

[
B2

B̃0

,

where 2b/g[8pp0 /B0
2 and the adiabatic number is as-

sumed to beg55/3. The external conditions are assumed to
be such that no rarefaction waves are needed and that the
Alfvén speed in the upper half plane,z.0, is less than the
Alfvén speed in the lower half plane,z,0. In plane geom-
etry, only one Alfvén discontinuity is needed which rotates
the magnetic field through 180°. This always happens at the
side with the lower Alfve´n speed. In the present investiga-
tion, this side is assumed to be the upper half plane~see top
panel of Figure 4!. From these numbers all other values fol-
low,

h[
B2

B0
5

h̃

m
, ~56a!

n[
r2
r0

511
12h2

2b1~g21!~12h!
, ~56b!

ñ[
r̃2

r̃0
511

12h̃2

2b̃1~g21!~12h̃ !
, ~56c!

wA
656vA0 , ~56d!

wS
656S 22A12h/n

12h D vA0 , ~56e!

ṽ2
656~22A~12h!~12h/n!!vA0 , ~56f!

w̃S
657A12h̃/ ñ

12h̃
ṽA0 . ~56g!

Notice that the velocitiesw are different for x.0 and
x,0, i.e., right and left of the reconnection line, because
sgn(mBn) changes sign. In the present example without ze-
roth order shear motion this is just effected by a change in
sign.

In plane geometry with anti-directional fields and no
shear in velocity,~42! reduces to

F~ t !5
c

Bx
~0!E

0

t

dtE* ~t!, ~57!

so that allF functions can conveniently be expressed in
terms ofF0 as

F0~ t !5
c

B0
E
0

t

dtE* ~t!, ~58a!

F1~ t !52F0~ t !, ~58b!

F2~ t !5F̃2~ t !52
1

h
F0~ t !, ~58c!

F̃0~ t !52mF0~ t !, ~58d!

valid for x.0 as well as forx,0. Therefore, it follows from
~49a! for the source function,

Q~ t,x!522F0S t2 uxu
wA

D 1S 12
1

h D F0S t2 uxu
wS

D
2S m2

1

h D F0S t2 uxu

w̃S
D , ~59a!

valid along the wholex axis. From~51!, adding the contri-
butions forx,0 andx.0, the Laplace Fourier transform is,

Q~p,k!5F22
2pwA

p21wA
2k2

1S 12
1

h D 2pwS

p21wS
2k2

2S m2
1

h D 2pw̃S

p21w̃S
2k2

GF0~p!. ~59b!

B. Solution in Laplace Fourier space

From~43!, thez displacements in the different regions of
the boundary layerz50 are connected as

z1~ t,x!5z0~ t,x!12F0S t2 uxu
vA0

D , ~60a!

z2~ t,x!5z1~ t,x!2S 12
1

h DF0S t2 uxu
wS

D , ~60b!

z̃0~ t,x!5z0~ t,x!2Q~ t,x!. ~60c!

The shock waves are located at

f A~ t,x!5z0~ t,x!1F0S t2 uxu
vA0

D , ~61a!

f S~ t,x!5z1~ t,x!2F0S t2 uxu
wS

D , ~61b!

f C~ t,x!5z2~ t,x!2
1

h
F0S t2 uxu

v2
D , ~61c!

f̃ S~ t,x!5 z̃0~ t,x!2mF0S t2 uxu

w̃S
D . ~61d!

The separatrices are found by considering the amount of re-
connected flux, i.e.,

f sep~ t,x!5z0~ t,x!1F0~ t !, ~62a!

f̃ sep~ t,x!5 z̃0~ t,x!2mF0~ t !. ~62b!
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It is easily checked that in the planex50 all discontinuities
and separatrices intersect in a unique~reconnection! line,

f A~ t,0!5 f S~ t,0!5 f C~ t,0!5 f̃ S~ t,0!5 f sep~ t,0!

5 f̃ sep~ t,0!5z0~ t,0!1F0~ t !.

In plane geometry and settingv5 ip, ~20a! and ~20b!
reduce to

e52r0p
2~11k2vA0

2 /p2!, ~63a!

q5
p

vA0
A~11k2vA0

2 /p2!~11bk2vA0
2 /p2!

11b1bk2vA0
2 /p2

, ~63b!

whereb[cs0
2 /vA0

2 . Similar expressions are valid for tilded
quantities.

This completes the solution~26b! for z(p,k,z) and
z̃(p,k,z) in Laplace Fourier space.

C. Green’s function

The following method, established in Ref. 31~see also
Refs. 37, 38 and references therein!, allows one to obtain the
inverse of the system response function in closed form. Here,
the method is generalized and put in such a way that it can be
used for linear plane wave problems including three~MHD
case! or, maybe, even more anisotropic wave modes. In gen-
eral, all these waves will be coupled either intrinsically, e.g.,
like the fast and slow MHD wave modes, or by boundary
conditions, e.g., pressure balance along the interface of two
different media.

In a first step, the inverse Fourier transform with respect
to k is rewritten using the symmetryz(p,k,z)5z(p,2k,z)
as

z~p,x,z!5E
2`

` dk

2p
eikxz~p,k,z!

5
1

p
RE

0

`

dke2 ikxz~p,k,z!.

Introducing the inverse phase velocitys and polar coor-
dinates as new variables

s5
kvA0
p

, x5r sin q, z5r cosq, ~64!

the integral becomes

z~p,x,z!5R
1

pE0
`

ds
L̃̄~s2!

L̄~s2!1 L̃̄~s2!
Q̄~s2! e2pt~s!F0~p!,

~65!

with

L̄~s2!52~11s2!A 111/b1s2

~11s2!~1/b1s2!
, ~66a!

L̃̄~s2!52
1

m2 ~gA
21s2!A gA

2~111/b!1s2

~gA
21s2!~gA

2/b1s2!
, ~66b!

t~s!5
r

vA0
@ q̄~s2!cosq1 is sin q#, ~66c!

q̄~s2!5A~11s2!~1/b1s2!

111/b1s2
, ~66d!

Q̄~s2!52F22
1

s211
1S 12

1

h D gA /gS

s21~gA
2/gS

2!

2S m2
1

h D gA /g̃S

s21~gA
2/g̃S

2!
G , ~66e!

where the ratios gA[vA0 / ṽA0 , gS[wS / ṽA0 , and
g̃S[w̃S / ṽA0 have been defined.

If it is possible to deform the contour in the complexs
plane in such a way thatt(s) is real along the path of inte-
gration, the inverse Laplace transform

L21$e2ptF~p!%5F~ t2t! ~67!

is well defined for allt(s).
The poles ofQ̄(s2) as well as the branch points of

L̄(s2) and L̃̄(s2) are located on the imaginary axis of the
complexs plane. In addition, the integrand is exponentially
bounded forI$s%,0. Therefore, the contour can be de-
formed from the real axis into the fourth quadrant of the
complexs plane if the branch cuts are put left of the imagi-
nary axis.

Settingt5t, the inversion of~66c!, i.e., the solution of

s412i t0 sin qs31S 11
1

b
2t0

2D s2 1S 11
1

b D2i t0 sin qs

1
cos2 q

b
2S 11

1

b D t0
250, ~68!

with t0[vA0t/r defines the end point of integrationsmax

from causality,F0(t)[0 for t,0. The root of the quartic
which lies in the fourth quadrant on the contour for real
t(s) has to be taken.

The displacement in space time is then given by the
integral

z~ t,x,z!5R
1

pEC

ds
L̃̄~s2!

L̄~s2!1 L̃̄~s2!
Q̄~s2!F0~ t2t~s!!,

~69!

where C is that contour froms50 to s5smaxwheret(s) is
real. Contours for different plasma parameters are shown in
Figure 2. After a variable transformation froms to t the
solution can finally be written as a convolution with a
Green’s function as

z~ t,x,z!5E
tmin

t

dtG~t,x,z!F0~ t2t!, ~70!

G~t,x,z!5R
1

p

ds

dt

L̃̄~s2~t!!

L̄~s2~t!!1 L̃̄~s2~t!!
Q̄~s2~t!!, ~71!
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tmin5
r

vA0
A 1

11b
cosq. ~72!

The discussion of the Green’s function is simpler if there
is only one wave with isotropic properties present. In this
case, the contour in thes plane is an exact hyperbola. This is
also true for the general case in the limitq→0 ~direction
perpendicular to the background field! as well as in the limit
b→0 as can be observed in Figure 2. For a subsonic source,
the Green’s function is identical to zero froms50 up to the
point s5smin which corresponds to points at the wave front
t(smin)5r /v. In the isotropic single wave case, the point
s5smin coincides with the point where the contour leaves the
imaginary axis. In the general case depicted in Figure 2, the
fast wave front is indicated by an asterisk. The end point of
integrationt(smax)5t is determined by causality and lies
somewhere in the fourth quadrant.

For a supersonic source, there exist also perturbations
within the Mach cone in front of the wave front. In the com-
plex s plane of Figure 2, this is reflected in non-zero contri-
butions to the integral from the contour along the imaginary
axis betweens50 and the fast wave front~asterisk!. Pres-
sure balance at an interface with higher wave speed in the

other half space will always produce a supersonic source.
The perturbed region along such an interface with pressure
balance is known as side wave.

In the general case, the anisotropic propagation charac-
teristics and the coupling of the waves make the picture
much more complex. Perturbations might be super and sub-
sonic with respect to different wave speeds at the same time
even in the same half space. The result is a deformation of
the contour in the interaction region as can be seen in Figure
2. Because Alfve´n and slow waves propagate mainly in the
direction of the magnetic field, the effect is most prominent
for largeq, i.e., near thex axis in real space. In the limit
b→0, the lower two branch points go to minus infinity and
the isotropic single wave limit is obtained. Below, these ef-
fects will be discussed further in connection with specific
solutions for magnetic reconnection.

However, instead of performing the integration from
s50 to s5smax along the contour wheret(s) is real, in
practice it is more advantageous to deform the contour
within the region of analyticity to a curve with simpler pa-
rametrization, e.g., an arc connecting the pointss50 and
s5smax. This can always be done as long as the source

FIG. 2. Contours of realt(s) and differentq values defined in~64! in the complexs plane. The points→0 corresponds tor→` in real space. The end point
of integrationsmax for given t, r , andq is the solution of the quartic~68! in the fourth quadrant. The asterisk, cross, and circle correspond to the location of
the fast, Alfvén, and slow wave front on the contour. The intersection points of the dotted straight lines with the imaginary axis are branch points. The dotted
circle is the locus where the imaginary part of the argument of the square root ofL(s2) vanishes. Within this circle, i.e., forq>70° ~direction parallel to the
background magnetic field!, the influence of Alfve´n and slow wave on the fast wave is most prominent.
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functionF(t) is analytic in the time variablet. If the ana-
lytic continuation is done properly, all effects of wave cou-
pling, side wave contributions, etc., are taken into account.
In addition, contours which circumvent singularities located
at the imaginary axis in a certain distance will lead to a
smoother integrand. In particular, the half-residua contribu-
tions and the principal value integrals occurring in the limit
q→p/2 become much easier to handle.

From the viewpoint of magnetic reconnection there is
one peculiarity. Magnetic reconnection produces sources
moving along the interface. The result in the complexs plane
are poles from the source term~66e! on the imaginary axis.
In the limit q→p/2, the contour of integration for realt
runs along the imaginary axis surrounding the poles by semi-
circles in the fourth quadrant. If a similar integration is done
for z̃, the displacement in the lower half space, and the limit
limz→0(z2 z̃) is calculated, the contributions from the prin-
cipal value integrations cancel whereas the contributions
from the half residua exactly sum up to the source term
Q(t,x). In fact, these poles are the sources of the finite width
of the interface of the two media, i.e., the boundary layer
produced by reconnection which is now able to act as a sink
or source of plasma.

D. Numerical results

The reconnection electric fieldE* (t) is chosen as

E* ~ t !

E0
52F4t e24t2tanh~2t !1

12e24t2

cosh~2t !
G , ~73!

where time has been normalized with respect to the charac-
teristic time of active reconnectionT0 . The electric field
together with the reconnected flux lengthF0(t),

F0~ t !

L0
5~12e24t2!tanh~2t !,

~74!

L05
cE0T0
B0

5
cE0

ṽA0B0

LA5«LA

@see~42!# is shown in Figure 3. Here,T0 is some normaliz-
ing time unit,LA the length crossed in timeT0 with speed

ṽA0 , andL0 the scale length of the reconnected flux in terms
of the background fieldB0 . For the boundary layer approxi-
mation to apply, it is necessary thatL0!LA , i.e., the width
of the reconnected magnetic flux tube after timeT0 must be
small compared to the distance traveled with characteristic
Alfvén speed withinT0 .

The magnetic field up to first order is given by

B~ t,x,y,z!5B~0!1«~B~0!
–¹j~ t,x,y,z!

2B~0!¹–j~ t,x,y,z!!, ~75!

so that, in plane geometry, the components are

Bx~ t,z,x!5Bx
~0!

]

]z
~z2«z~ t,x,z!!, ~76a!

Bz~ t,z,x!5Bx
~0!

]

]x
~«z~ t,x,z!!. ~76b!

Therefore, the magnetic field can be obtained from a flux
functionc,

c~ t,x,z!5Bx
~0!~z2«z~ t,x,z!!, ~77a!

Bx~ t,z,x!5
]

]z
c~ t,x,z!, ~77b!

Bz~ t,z,x!52
]

]x
c~ t,x,z!, ~77c!

and magnetic field lines are just the contours
c(t,x,z)5const.

In Figure 4, the evolution of the large amplitude waves
as well as the linear perturbations in the magnetic field for
low plasma beta are shown. By assumption, after time
t51, active reconnection along the reconnection line had
passed~see Figure 3!. During this time interval, a perturba-
tion with speedṽA0 would cross a distanceLA . These are the
units of thex axis. The rotational discontinuityA extends
from x50 to x5(vA0 / ṽA0)t5gAt, the upper slow shock
from x50 to x5gSt, the lower slow shock fromx50 to
x5g̃St, and the contact discontinuity fromx50 to
x5(v2 / ṽA0)t.

For timest.1, the single shocks and discontinuities will
move as a whole with their appropriate speeds, i.e.,vA0 ,
wS , w̃S , andv2 along thex axis. Therefore, the reconnection
boundary develops into an elongated structure with a plasma
and magnetic flux entry layer at the leading edge, i.e., the
lower slow shockS, and another plasma entry but magnetic
flux exit layer at the trailing edge, i.e., the upper rotational
discontinuityA.

This leads to a remarkable feature of the spontaneous
reconnection model. In a first stage, magnetic flux tubes are
reconnected inside the diffusion region. In the present con-
text, this amount is proportional to the time-integrated recon-
nection electric field along the reconnection line, i.e.,F0 , as
defined in ~74!. This process defines the potential plasma
volume ~reconnected flux length in thez-direction times the
extension of the current sheet in thex direction and times the
length of the reconnection line in they direction! which is
going to be heated as well as accelerated by thej3B force
when crossing the shock waves. The extension in the

FIG. 3. Assumed time behavior of the reconnection electric field,E* (t)
~dotted! and the reconnected flux length,F(t) ~solid!.
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x-direction of the shock waves themselves is proportional to
the duration of the reconnection electric field times their
wave speed along the current sheet which is approximately
the Alfvén speed~one length unit in Figures 4–8!. These
shock waves start to move along the current sheet carrying
with them the history of the reconnection electric field. In
such a way, these shocks are able to release further free
energy contained in the current sheet in spite of the fact that
actual reconnection of magnetic flux tubes had stopped some
time before already. Therefore, the efficiency of spontaneous

reconnection does not only depend on diffusive processes
leading to reconnected flux tubes but also on the geometric
extension of the current sheet.

The z axis in Figure 4 is scaled in proportion to the
reconnected magnetic flux. It may be noticed that between
t51 and t530, thex axis is compressed by a factor of 30
whereas thez axis always has the same scaling. In other
words, the structure develops into an extremely elongated
structure nearly everywhere closed by tangential discontinui-
ties with short entry layers at the leading and the trailing

FIG. 4. Evolution of the large wave structures and the first order inflow perturbations for low beta plasma,b5b̃50.001. Shown are the rotational
discontinuityA ~dotted!, the slow shocksS ~dotted!, the contact discontinuityC ~dot dashed!, the separatrix~dot dashed!, a reconnected, and two nearby
non-reconnected magnetic field lines. Thex and z axes are normalized toLA and L0 , respectively. The parameters in the top line are time~t!,
gA5vA0 / ṽA0 ~GA!, gS5wS / ṽA0 ~GS!, g̃S5w̃S / ṽA0 ~GSS!, m5B0 /B̃0 ~mu!, n5r0 / r̃0 ~nu!, b5cs0

2 /vA0
2 ~b!, b̃5 c̃s0

2 / ṽA0
2 ~bs!, and the reconnection rate

«5cE0 /( ṽA0B0) ~eps!. The values~dx! and ~dz! are the values of numerical resolution ofz(t,x,z).
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edge. This can be better seen in the bottom panel where the
perturbations of the magnetic field lines in the inflow regions
are shown.

In the low plasma beta limit shown in Figure 4, only the
fast wave with nearly isotropic properties contributes to the
perturbations in the inflow regions. The wave speed in the
upper half plane is by a factor 0.63 lower than in the lower
half space. As a result, there are perturbations excited by
sources moving with supersonic speed along thex axis. This
side wave in the form of a Mach cone can be seen in the right
bottom panel of Figure 4 in the half planez.0.

This should be compared to the results shown in Figure
5 for a high beta plasma. In this case, the fast wave can
always propagate upstream of the moving sources. As a re-

sult, the side wave is absent and also the more or less linear
decrease of the separatrix between rotational discontinuity
and leading slow shock is absent. It can also be seen that in
the limit of high plasma beta, the rotational discontinuity and
upper slow shock merge together. This is to be expected
because the slow and the Alfve´n phase speeds become iden-
tical in this limit.

It is interesting, to compare the low and high beta limit
for symmetric conditions in the inflow regions. The results
are shown in Figure 6. In this case, the rotational disconti-
nuity and the slow shock merge to a single shock of switch-
off type. This is the strongest form of a slow shock where the
upstream tangential magnetic field component is ‘switched-
off’ completely in transition to the downstream side. Also, in

FIG. 5. Same as Figure 4 but for high beta plasma,b5b̃52.
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the low beta case the plasma is more compressed across the
slow shocks than in the high beta case. Therefore, mass con-
servation requires that the region of field reversal inside the
separatrix is larger in the high beta limit. This is true for all
cases as can be observed in the different figures. In the bot-
tom panel on the left,b50.001, one can see clearly the
wave front atr5vA0t, whereas on the right,b52, the fast
wave modifies the conditions already upstream of the source
moving in both cases with speedvA0 along thex axis.

An example for highly asymmetric conditions is shown
in Figure 7. The plasma in the upper half space is practically
incompressible, whereas the plasma in the lower half space is
highly compressible. As a result, the incompressible precur-
sor waves produce a remarkable perturbation into the lower

half space at the leading edge of the field reversal region.
Another interesting case, namely the generation of a sur-

face wave mode is shown in Figure 8. In this case, in addi-
tion to the poles created by the source functionQ̄ in ~59b!,

the denominator functionL̄1 L̃̄ also has a zero. Such a zero
only occurs for very specific background conditions. For a
low beta plasma it may look like that in Figure 8 correspond-
ing to a perturbation moving behind all other structures. In
the limit of a high beta plasma~incompressible limit!, such a
pole will appear in the velocity range between the upper and
the lower Alfvén speed. In the exact incompressible limit,
only the half-residua from the poles of the integrand contrib-
ute and the integrals can be evaluated explicitly. The princi-

FIG. 6. Evolution of discontinuities and inflow perturbations for symmetric conditions in the inflow regions. The left panel shows the results in the low beta
limit, the right panel shows the same in the high beta limit.
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pal value contributions describe wave coupling effects which
are absent in the incompressible limit but also vanish in the
long-time compressible limit.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper the process of magnetic reconnec-
tion is comprehensively studied within the framework of
ideal magnetohydrodynamic theory. It is assumed that the
non-ideal process of ‘cutting and reconnecting’ the magnetic
field lines is, on the ideal MHD scale, extremely localized
and therefore all non-ideal processes can be lumped together
and described by a given time dependent reconnection elec-
tric field tangential to a given reconnection line on an ideal
current surface with magnetic shear, i.e., a tangential discon-
tinuity.

This reconnection electric field, generated locally by
non-ideal processes, induces shear waves, i.e., Alfve´n and
slow wave modes, which propagate the tangential electric
field itself along the current sheet~tangential discontinuity!.
Connected with the tangential electric field is a normal mag-
netic field component. Along this field component, Alfve´n
and slow waves can redistribute the initial current. The solu-
tion of this problem for an arbitrary tangential discontinuity,

also known as generalized Riemannian problem, has been
solved earlier already and is briefly reviewed.

On the basis of this non-linear solution, the ideal com-
pressible MHD system is linearized. In addition, Alfve´n and
slow waves propagate predominately along the unperturbed
magnetic field. This produces very thin elongated structures
and a boundary layer approximation can be used. A central
result of the present paper is the complete determination of
mass and magnetic flux into and out of this boundary layer.

The perturbations in the inflow regions are determined
from an exact solution of the compressible MHD system.
Boundary conditions are total pressure balance across the
boundary layer and zero perturbations at large distances. The
condition for zero perturbations at large distances corre-
sponds to ‘spontaneous reconnection’, i.e., the source is a
local reconnection electric field. The analysis presented
could easily be extended to the case of ‘driven reconnection’,
i.e., a given inflow of plasma and magnetic flux at large
distances~global electric field!, or a combination of both.
The problem is equivalent to the linear evolution of pertur-
bations in two half spaces with different anisotropic multi-
mode wave properties coupled by total pressure balance at
the interface. Magnetic reconnection widens this interface
into a boundary layer which acts now as a source and sink of
plasma and magnetic flux. The appropriate self-consistent
source term for a given reconnection electric field is deter-
mined in Laplace Fourier space.

Finally it is shown, how, in plane geometry, the exact
solution can be written as a convolution with an appropriate
Green’s function. The properties of this Green’s function
which satisfy the total pressure balance condition at the in-
terface of the two half planes, the correct boundary condi-
tions at infinity, causality, and the anisotropic nature and cou-
pling of all three MHD modes in each half plane are
discussed in the plane of complex phase velocities.

The effects of changing the plasma beta, i.e., plasma
pressure versus magnetic pressure, are discussed. It is shown
how a side wave is generated in a low beta plasma as the
result of a supersonic source moving along the interface and
how this is modified in a high beta plasma when the source
becomes subsonic with respect to the fast wave speed.

Explicit numerical results for compressible reconnection

FIG. 8. Appearance of a surface mode between 3<x<4 which moves with
a speed slower than both the upper and the lower Alfve´n speed.

FIG. 7. Structure of the reconnected flux tube~upper panel! and the corre-
sponding inflow perturbations~lower panel! for highly asymmetric condi-
tions, B0 /B̃050.31, r0 / r̃050.26 ~upper to lower half plane values!. Re-
connection atx50 had stopped approximately 30 time units ago. In the
upper half plane the sound speed exceeds the Alfve´n speed,cs /vA53.6,
whereas in the lower half plane the sound speed is less than the Alfve´n
speed,cs /vA50.65.
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of magnetic field lines are given for asymmetric and sym-
metric conditions in the inflow regions. The reconnection
induced perturbations move like a flat deformable object, the
field reversal region, along the current sheet. In the course of
time, the field reversal region becomes an extremely elon-
gated object bounded nearly everywhere by tangential dis-
continuities with the exception of plasma and magnetic flux
entry layers at the leading and the trailing edge. The mass
inside the reconnected flux tubes, i.e., inside the separatrix, is
continuously collected into this field reversal region. By this
effect, the spontaneous reconnection model discussed be-
comes a very effective energy converter. Plasma is acceler-
ated and heated not only during the active reconnection pe-
riod which might be very short but during all the time the
field reversal region is moving along the current sheet.
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